El Machino

One of a kind recovery machine

KEY FEATURES
Unique : The only gas powered
recovery machine currently
manufactured that is certified under
the EPA Clean Act requirements.

Improved: Smaller, lighter and
faster than its predecessor.
Dynamic : Tubular design allows
for a host of options to be added
for job specific requirements.
Fastest : Unprecidented speed not
achieved by our competitors.
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The Rapid Recovery gasoline
powered recovery machine is the
one and only gas powered recovery machine currently manufactured that is certified under the
EPA Clean Air Act requirements. It
is a second-generation machine
based off of the design of its
predecessor, the RMS GP which
was designed and manufactured
by the principals of RapRec
Support, Inc. as part of a previous
company.
This new machine, El Machino, is
powered with a 2 to 1 reduction
direct drive by a 9 HP Honda
engine. El Machino is equipped
with an integral clutch, which
allows for easy starting. It is also
equipped with dual blowers and
condensers for low head pressure
in high ambient temperatures.
Most components are easy to
service or swap. It is smaller,
lighter and faster than the old
machine and is mounted on
wheels so it can be unloaded and
moved around the job site.

A unique, improved,
dynamic, fast refrigerant
recovery machine.

The machine’s tubular design
allows for a host of options to be
added for job specific requirements. Larger “wagon” wheels
and tow bar can be inserted into
the bottom frame rails to allow for
easier mobility on rocky or
uneven surfaces. Cylinder racks
can be added for cylinder transportation in vehicle mount situations. A cylinder travel buddy can
be added to attach a cylinder to
the machine for easy towing on
jobs requiring multiple setups in
hard to reach locations.
Speed and professionalism are
the key differences between
Rapid Recovery companies and
our competitors. The old machine
was many times faster than any
other mobile recovery equipment
available, the new machine
doubles that again, keeping Rapid
Recovery far ahead of our
competitors in speed, dependability and the ability to provide
prompt professional service to
our customers.

www.raprec.com

